Diogram

Add diagram to one of your lists below, or create a new one. Improve your vocabulary with
English Vocabulary in Use from Cambridge. Learn the words you need to communicate with
confidence. Did you have a nice weekend? Chatting about the weekend. Definitions Clear
explanations of natural written and spoken English. Click on the arrows to change the
translation direction. Follow us. Choose a dictionary. Clear explanations of natural written and
spoken English. Usage explanations of natural written and spoken English. Word Lists. Choose
your language. My word lists. Tell us about this example sentence:. The word in the example
sentence does not match the entry word. The sentence contains offensive content. Cancel
Submit. Your feedback will be reviewed. B1 a simple plan that represents a machine , system ,
or idea , etc. The teacher drew a diagram showing how the blood flows through the heart. There
are explanatory notes with the diagram. I'd like you to look at the diagram which is halfway
down page The lecturer illustrated his point with a diagram on the blackboard. Join the points A
and B together on the diagram with a straight line. The first diagram is a view of the shop from
the street , and the second shows it in section. Want to learn more? Related words
diagrammatic. The teacher drew a diagram showing how blood flows through the heart. As the
diagram shows , a complex arrangement has been designed to balance French , German , and
Spanish interests. See also block diagram. Ishikawa diagram. Examples of diagram. The 28
color photographs add to the explanations in the text, and the numerous diagrams and geologic
maps, all in colour, deserve much attention. From the Cambridge English Corpus. To promote
ease of presentation, this path diagram represents only one twin in a pair though the results are
identical for the co-twin. These examples are from corpora and from sources on the web. Any
opinions in the examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge Dictionary editors or of
Cambridge University Press or its licensors. The diagram shows several possible paths through
the material. As the diagram shows, there are two different loading conditions but the larger of
the resulting stresses may be taken for each condition. Analysis of variance gave
non-significant results for both tables, as did the regression equations from scatter diagrams.
For instance, the text should not repeat in detail what is evident from the tables or diagrams.
The first part, called an action or system description, specifies the transition diagram
representing possible trajectories of the system. At this point it will be convenient to introduce
some abbreviations to save space in diagrams. As indicated by the bifurcation diagram figure 3
, the model system predicts zero value for turbulent shear stress in these cases. Since we are
not assuming weak purity, the vertical map on the right of this diagram need not be injective.
Perhaps then more explanations, diagrams and a glossary could be included to improve a
separate guide to syntactic analysis. Takes the value of 1 if there was an organizational diagram
of the proposed management and delivery structure of the bid, 0 otherwise. From another point
of view, the problem here is caused by the presence of identities that is, empty pasting
diagrams. Level 2 contains both sequence and collaboration diagrams, which represent the
same semantics only in different graphical notation. The proof is a routine diagram paste based
on the definitions. Translations of diagram in Chinese Traditional. Need a translator? Translator
tool. What is the pronunciation of diagram? Browse diagnostic. Test your vocabulary with our
fun image quizzes. Image credits. Word of the Day electronic book. Blog Did you have a nice
weekend? Chatting about the weekend February 24, Read More. New Words cloffice. February
22, To top. English American Business Examples Translations. Get our free widgets. Add the
power of Cambridge Dictionary to your website using our free search box widgets. Dictionary
apps. Browse our dictionary apps today and ensure you are never again lost for words. Sign up
for free and get access to exclusive content:. Free word lists and quizzes from Cambridge.
Tools to create your own word lists and quizzes. Word lists shared by our community of
dictionary fans. Sign up now or Log in. These example sentences are selected automatically
from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'diagram. Send us
feedback. See more words from the same year. Accessed 24 Feb. More Definitions for diagram.
See the full definition for diagram in the English Language Learners Dictionary. Nglish:
Translation of diagram for Spanish Speakers. Britannica English: Translation of diagram for
Arabic Speakers. What made you want to look up diagram? Please tell us where you read or
heard it including the quote, if possible. Subscribe to America's largest dictionary and get
thousands more definitions and advanced searchâ€”ad free! From ideals to friendships. Rest on
them, but not for too long. And 'mood board' too. We're intent on clearing it up. We're gonna
stop you right there. How to use a word that literally drives some pe The awkward case of 'his or
her'. How many of these commonly confused words do you Test your vocabulary with our
question quiz! Login or Register. Save Word. Keep scrolling for more. Synonyms for diagram
Synonyms: Noun figure , graphic , illustration , plate , visual Visit the Thesaurus for More.
Examples of diagram in a Sentence Noun a diagram of the nervous system This diagram shows
how the clock operates. Verb The coach diagrammed the new play on the blackboard. The

students were required to diagram a sentence. Recent Examples on the Web: Noun Draw a
diagram of your role in a project with five or so essential parts to it. Badgers," 29 Nov. But Do
They Understand? First Known Use of diagram Noun , in the meaning defined at sense 1 Verb ,
in the meaning defined above. Learn More about diagram. Time Traveler for diagram The first
known use of diagram was in See more words from the same year. Dictionary Entries near
diagram diagonal rib diagonal stratification diagonial diagram diagram factor diagrammatize
diagrammeter See More Nearby Entries. Style: MLA. US : to show or explain something in a
diagram. Comments on diagram What made you want to look up diagram? Get Word of the Day
daily email! Test Your Vocabulary. A daily challenge for crossword fanatics. Love words? Need
even more definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'?
We're gonna stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe Is
Singular 'They' a Better Choice? Play the game. One group got diagram s and was told to add
notes as needed to the diagram s. As beneficial as it is to create local content for your own
website, Moz revealed that link signals are an important local search ranking factor that will help
enhance your visibility as shown in the diagram below. Now, Thorne is out with a new diagram
-heavy, page book detailing how he shaped the science that powers the movie. There are
indications of this early on, particularly in a scene in which Selina tries to teach Pervus to
diagram sentences. But nobody can look at that diagram and think about anything other than an
impressively sized phallus. Deep in the shadows they aimed a pinpoint flashlight at a diagram
drawn from a recent satellite image. I ask Lynch to draw a diagram to show the before and after
of TM. In the diagram the horizontal arrows represent such mere banking operations, not true
circulation. Odd differences, reflecting differences of intelligence, show themselves in the
management of this diagram of the human face. An example of a diagram of this kind has
perhaps survived in a comparatively late writer, viz. The diagram represents the position of the
troops as witness from Franklin's Head-quarters, looking south. I made him a diagram of
Breadalbane Terrace, and a plan of the hall and staircase, on my dinner-card. Save This Word!
See dia- , -gram 1. Words nearby diagram diagonal cloth , diagonal conjugate , diagonalize ,
diagonal matrix , diagonal process , diagram , diagrammatic , diagraph , diakinesis , dial , dial
down. Words related to diagram blueprint , layout , outline , figure , chart , game , design ,
perspective , draft , representation , description , big picture , floor plan , game plan , ground
plan. Example sentences from the Web for diagram One group got diagram s and was told to
add notes as needed to the diagram s. Is Economic Growth the Wrong Goal? Dubner August 13,
Freakonomics. Children's Ways James Sully. The Boys of '61 Charles Carleton Coffin. Word
Origin for diagram C from Latin diagramma, from Greek, from diagraphein, from graphein to
write. Get Online Help For Kids! A plan, sketch, drawing, or outline designed to demonstrate or
explain how something works or to clarify the relationship between the parts of a whole.
Mathematics A graphic representation of an algebraic or geometric relationship. All rights
reserved. Mathematics maths a pictorial representation of a quantity or of a relationship: a Venn
diagram. See dia -, -gram 1 ]. Copyright , , by Random House, Inc. Switch to new thesaurus.
Venn diagram , Venn's diagram - a diagram that uses circles to represent mathematical or
logical sets pictorially inside a rectangle the universal set ; elements that are common to more
than one set are represented by intersections of the circles. Based on WordNet 3. Diagramm
Schaubild. This book has diagrams showing the parts of a car engine. Mentioned in?
References in classic literature? The accompanying diagram will aid us in understanding this
rather perplexing subject. View in context. They had their red guide-books open at the diagram
of the view, and were painfully picking out the several mountains and trying to impress their
names and positions on their memories. Again, when I am in the company of one of my two
hexagonal Grandsons, contemplating one of his sides AB full front, it will be evident from the
accompanying diagram that I shall see one whole line AB in comparative brightness shading off
hardly at all at the ends and two smaller lines CA and BD dim throughout and shading away into
greater dimness towards the extremities C and D. The diagram upon it appears to be a plan of
part of a large building with numerous halls, corridors, and passages. At first, no result at all
crowned my efforts, though I 'divided my swift mind,' now hither, now thither, in a way that I felt
sure would have made AEneas green with envy: but the dimly-seen oval remained as
provokingly blank as ever--a mere Ellipse, as if in some mathematical diagram , without even
the Foci that might be made to do duty as a nose and a mouth. The black bodies of the trees
formed a straight wall on both sides, terminating on the horizon in a point, like a diagram in a
lesson in perspective. A large hop-scotch diagram is marked out on the deck with chalk, and
each compartment numbered. He took the book, open at a diagram of the dissected part, and
looked at what they had to find. Here is a popular scientific diagram , a weather record. Take the
living lines out of that landscape, simplify it to a right angle, and you flatten it out to a mere
diagram on paper. It was further decorated with strange and seemingly cabalistic figures and

diagrams , suitable to the quaint taste of the age which had been drawn in the stucco, when
newly laid on, and had now grown hard and durable, for the admiration of after times. Dictionary
browser? Full browser? Thus, the role of alloying element depends mainly on its impact on the
state diagram. When all observed directions have been included, the diagram will correctly
represent the figure. A family tree is a diagram with branches, showing how the members of a
family are descended and related. Glue between functions to add an invocation to a diagram.
Implications of the Hubble Law and Hubble Diagram are discussed. He pointed at the diagram to
illustrate point. Result The voice of various embryo kidney abnormal is like a diagram
characteristic a dissimilarity. The block diagram of system hardware is presented. Zhou Dunyi
painted Diagram and accomplish the tai chi nosy concept the Schema. The class diagram opens
in Class Designer and displays all classes and types in the project. Figure 4 is a functional
block diagram of a 2 axis MEMS int
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egrated accelerometer. On site testing shows that the quality reliability of remote monitoring
indicator diagram has been improved. At least one worked example or diagram to show more
precisely how your algorithm works. When should a fishbone diagram be used? This enlarged
diagram shows the last few stitches on the edge of the folded section. Correctly documented
ladder diagram allows any technician to understand thoroughly how system functions. The
engineer drew a diagram of the bridge. We reproduced a same working schematic diagram. This
diagram will illustrate what I mean. This diagram fits well into the article. On the back of the
letter was a diagram. He drew a diagram to show us how to get to his house. The data can be
represented graphically in a line diagram. A diagram of the new road layout was superimposed
on a map of the city. Like any such diagram , it is a simplification. He also prepared visual aids,
diagramming photo line, so his classmates wouldn't get confused. Verb 1.

